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“Digital Agoraphobia”: an enforcement perspective
Maria Ioannidou*
“Now, everyone has a license to speak. The question is who gets heard. […] ”.1

Abstract
Technological advancements have radically transformed consumers’ choice. They have
empowered consumers. Yet, simultaneously, they have created new causes for consumer
vulnerabilities and undermined consumers’ trust. This paper advances the claim that it is
time to re-think consumer participation and enforcement tools in digital markets in order
to tackle the emerging problem of “digital agoraphobia”. “Digital agoraphobia” connotes
consumers’ fear, inability and lack of trust when engaging in various transactions on digital
marketplaces. Despite the very substantial benefits of digital markets, this paper posits that
in the light of their particular characteristics, consumer transactions entail a number of
risks, which in turn complicate the exercise of consumer choice. Three main types of such
constraints are identified. The first type is associated with the – seemingly – enhanced
choice in online markets (“enhanced” choice constraints), whereas the second with the
rather predominant model of free choice (“free” choice constraints). Finally, the third type
of constraints relates to the increased delegation of choice making powers (“delegated”
choice constraints). In light of these three main types of constraints on consumer choice,
the paper argues that it is time to enhance procedural avenues for consumers’ participation
and reconceptualise enforcement tools towards a responsive remodelling of competition
law enforcement.

I.

Introduction

We live in a world of unprecedented technological change. The way we live our lives today,
with the most essential services being only a click away, has radically transformed our
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existence as consumers. On the face of it, markets are performing well, as the prices for services
have radically decreased – or are provided for free - through the use of online platforms. We
can shop for less, compare products in real time, search virtually any question, hail a cab on
our mobile phone, order any kind of food and the list is endless. As such, these technological
advancements have transformed consumers’ choice, yet simultaneously they have created new
causes of concerns for competition on the marketplace and consumers’ role therein.
To describe this Janus-faced nature of digital markets, which entail both significant
benefits as well as concomitant risks for consumers, and the inherent challenges for consumer
choice, this paper uses the term “digital agoraphobia”. Agoraphobia is defined as the “extreme
or irrational fear of entering open or crowded places, of leaving one's own home, or of being
in places from which escape is difficult”.2 Agoraphobia constitutes an anxiety disorder, where
the person suffering, experiences anxiety and fear of open spaces, travelling or leaving one’s
home.3 Such definitions correspond to the etymology of the word ‘agoraphobia’, its origin and
structure. Agoraphobia is a compound noun deriving from two Greek words, namely ‘agora’
and ‘phobia’. ‘Agora’ is the place of assembly, the market and the marketplace, whereas
‘phobia’ is synonymous to the word fear. Hence, agoraphobia signals the fear of the
marketplace.4
“Digital agoraphobia” connotes consumers’ fear, inability and lack of trust when
engaging in various transactions on digital marketplaces. Despite the very substantial benefits
of digital markets, this paper posits that in the light of the particular characteristics of digital
markets, consumer transactions entail a number of risks, which in turn complicate the exercise
of consumer choice and undermine consumer trust. The analysis focuses on those
characteristics of digital markets, which may be problematic from a competition law
perspective. Competition law caters for consumer choice, while consumer law enables the
exercise of such choice through the provision of necessary information.5 Hence, the
2
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contribution of this paper is to examine the emerging problem of “digital agoraphobia” by
identifying certain constraints on consumer choice due to the very structure and functioning of
digital markets, which entail practices at the borderline between competition, consumer
protection and data protection laws.6 The analysis focuses on final consumers acting outside
professional or commercial activities.7 It excludes “prosumers”, taken to mean someone that
acts both as a provider and a consumer in the platform economy.8
As a result of the main technological characteristics of digital markets, focusing largely
on digitisation, datafication and interconnection, we identify three main types of constraints on
consumer choice. The first type is associated with the – seemingly – enhanced choice in online
markets (“enhanced” choice constraints). Despite the increased choice, consumers often fail to
reap the benefits due to, first, the exacerbation of consumer behavioural biases in online
markets. Second, this failure can be attributed to potential competition law problems in online
markets, such as personalised pricing practices. The second type of constraints is associated
with the rather predominant model of free choice on online markets (“free” choice constraints).
Digital markets heavily rely on data driven business models, whereby consumers use their data
as currency for their respective participation. With respect to data collection, consumers can
potentially be forced to give their consent, may not understand the terms and conditions to
which they are consenting or even be unaware of their data being collected. Equally, problems
exist with respect to the processing of such data, as consumers may not understand the role of
algorithms, targeted advertising and personalisation. The third type of constraints relates to the
increased delegation of choice making powers to digital assistants. Digital assistants, such as
Amazon Alexa or Apple Siri, can perform a range of tasks following a voice order and support
many smart appliances in the Internet of Things. Such choice delegation entails implicit risks
for the long term exercise of consumer choice.
In light of these three main types of constraints on consumer choice, we argue that it is
time to reconceptualise consumer participation in retail digital markets and revise the
enforcement tools, in order to tackle the emerging problem of “digital agoraphobia”. Adjusting
the existing regulatory framework, including competition law, to address the challenges of
6
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digital markets is not straightforward and has fuelled a lot of controversy. However, a point
that all stakeholders agree on is the strengthening of consumers’ rights in digital markets.9 The
question then is how to effectively enlist consumers as active market participants through an
improvement of the relative enforcement avenues. Thus, while acknowledging the complexity
from a substantive enforcement perspective, the focus of this paper is improving enforcement
proceedings.
In claiming a procedural solution to address digital agoraphobia, this paper adopts the
following structure. First, section II sets the scene by analysing the distinct characteristics of
digital markets and framing the problem of “digital agoraphobia”. “Digital agoraphobia” is
framed by reference to the three main types of constraints on consumers’ choice in digital
markets. Section III then discuss these three types of constraints in turn, namely “enhanced”
choice constraints, “free” choice and “delegated” choice constraints. The discussion of these
constraints sheds light to the various problems and risks consumers face in digital markets,
which may undermine consumer trust, and result in “digital agoraphobia”. Section IV then
explores the idea that “digital agoraphobia” may be partly attributed to the failure of the current
enforcement toolbox to cater for consumer needs in digital markets and explores collective
redress and hybridisation of enforcement as two possible solutions.
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II.

Digital Markets: characteristics and the framing of “digital agoraphobia”
The fourth Industrial Revolution has been hailed for its great promises, while

highlighting the inherent perils of fast pace technological advancements,10 and is characterised
by unprecedented speed in technological breakthroughs such as Artificial Intelligence (AI),
machine learning (ML) and the Internet of Things (IoT), enabling mass digitisation and
interconnection.11 The OECD has identified digitisation and interconnection as the two
technological pillars driving digital transformation.12 Digitisation fuels datafication,13 which
can be viewed as the third technological pillar driving digital transformation, allowing the
extraction of value from large data sets.14 Digitisation, interconnection and datafication drive
ever expansive data – driven business models.15 Google, for example, has ventured from its
original search engine business to other business sectors ranging from operating systems,
hardware, and household technology to telecommunications infrastructure and autonomous
vehicles,and “ has succeeded where Genghis Khan, communism and Esperanto all failed: It
dominates the globe”.16
Since the focus of this paper is on digital markets catering to final consumers, platform
markets and the retail IoT play an increasingly important role.17 Platforms create online market
fora disrupting the provision of goods and services in a variety of sectors. The European
Commission (Commission) has underlined their exponential growth and the large variety of
10
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activities they cover, which include “online advertising platforms, marketplaces, search
engines, social media and creative content outlets, application distribution platforms,
communications services, payment systems, and platforms for the collaborative economy”.18
Peer platforms , as an overarching category, act as intermediaries providing the online
marketplace where providers and consumers interact through various forms of internet
empowered digital communications.19 Platforms can be subdivided to commercial and noncommercial. Sharing economy or collaborative economy platforms20 are commercial peer
platforms. Sharing economy, to the extent that it may involve a monetary exchange,21 needs to
be distinguished from genuine sharing economy platforms, which involve the sharing of extra
assets and have the potential to promote sustainable consumption.22 Social network platforms,
such as Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, on the other hand, enable social interaction between
users for free, while capitalising on their user’s expanding member basis on the advertising
side. A term used by the German National Competition Authority is “audience providing
platforms”, which provide a “free” service and are financed through advertising.23 Another,
very accurate term, focusing on the business model of these platforms is attention merchants,
i.e. firms that strive to attract users attention to sell it to advertisers.24 Search engines are also
a type of platform and can be divided in horizontal search engines, answering general queries
with Google having the lion share, and vertical search engines addressing specific queries, for
example on hotel bookings or restaurants.25 Digital platforms within the IoT have
revolutionised consumer markets, such as wearables. Digital assistants markets is growing at
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an exponential pace.26 In 2017, Fitbit, Alexa, Apple Watch 2 and Google home have taken
off.27
Given the multiplicity of platforms, reflected even in the abundant terminology used to
describe them, any attempted definition is prone to appear either too narrow or too wide.28
Common to all, is the role of data and algorithms. Data driven platforms and their running
algorithms depict black box qualities,29 which have come under scrutiny.30 These powerful
algorithms fuelled by data are omnipresent and enable various applications of narrow AI.31
Narrow AI through ML performs an unprecedented range of automated tasks; digital assistants
(such as Siri, Cortana, Alexa), shopping and search environment personalisation (Amazon,
Google), tailored film and music environments (Netflix, Spotify) and personalised online
environments via social media applications.32
Lack of transparency in algorithmic decision making raises various ethical questions
and highlights the need for increased transparency and accountability.33 The “right to
explanation” for automated algorithmic decision making in the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)34 attempts to address these concerns, yet it is vague and rests upon judicial
clarification.35 Apart from the legal issue as to the correct future interpretation of the “right to
explanation” for automated decision making (and how broadly and narrowly it will be applied),

26
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there is also the technical issue, as to how such explanation is at all feasible. Self-learning
algorithms learn from past experience.36 For many ML algorithms, the decisional process can
be unpacked. We can observe what the ML algorithms have learned (for example a category,
a cluster, or a predicted value) and how they learned, i.e. what features were used in order to
learn and the assigned weight to their values.37 Deep-learning algorithms – as a subclass of ML
algorithms - are a category of neural network based algorithms based on complex computation
over multiple features, which complicates the explanation of the respective decision making
process.38 In order to understand the algorithmic decision making process, regulators should
be granted access to the algorithm and the algorithm’s data set. The former may be granted
under a white box basis, i.e. access to the code itself or a black box basis, where regulator does
not have access to the code itself but can execute the code and has access to the output. Access
to the code itself may be denied on the basis of IP protection or trade secrets.39 Harari
encapsulates the prevalence of data and algorithms in our modern society in the concept of
“Dataism”.40
The discussion on the complexity and various business models in the platform economy
serves to highlight the challenges consumers face, and are encapsulated in the term “digital
agoraphobia”. The technological characteristics of digital markets, focusing largely on
digitisation, datafication and interconnection impact on consumer choice in various different
ways. “Digital agoraphobia” is construed widely to include instances of conscious and
unconscious fear of the digital market place and the concomitant impact on consumer choice.
An example of conscious constraints is when consumers feel exploited when they have to agree
to the platforms’ terms and conditions handing over access to their personal data on a “take it
or leave it” scenario. According to the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS), when the
market operator is dominant, then consent becomes illusory.41 An example of unconscious
36
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constraint includes instances, where the consumer falsely perceives that it has exercised his
choice freely; yet this takes place in a controlled digital personalised environment.42 Another
example comes from the digital assistants’ markets, where consumers increasingly delegate
trivial day-to-day tasks to digital assistants, without necessarily acknowledging the impact on
their decision making powers and future well-being.43
Based on the risks digital markets pose to consumer autonomy and the exercise of
consumer choice, this paper identifies three main types of constraints on consumer choice:
“enhanced” choice constraints, “free” choice constraints and “delegated” choice constraints.44
These constraints can be attributed to the main technological characteristics of digital markets
(datafication, interconnection, algorithmic decision making, artificial intelligence), which
enable better controlling of online consumer behaviour. To the extent that the identified
constraints have the same drivers, they are inevitable overlaps between them.
“Enhanced” choice constraints, refer to two situations. First, to the actual enhanced
choice on online markets. In such instances, choice may be constrained by various consumer
biases. Second, “enhanced” choice constraints include instances of perceived enhanced choice
on online markets, where consumers exercise their choice in a personalised environment, the
type of the personalised Truman Show scenario.45 Both categories of “enhanced” choice
constraints are unconscious, and can undermine consumers’ trust, since online markets will fail
to deliver to consumers’ expectations. “Free” choice constraints cover those risks associated
with “free” choice, primarily the use of data as currency in digital markets.46 “Free” choice
constraints can be conscious, in situations where consumers knowingly accept a dominant
platform’s privacy policy, for lack of any alternative. Unconscious “free” choice constraints
include instances, where the consumers are manipulated into granting access to their data
without realising the scale of such access. Lastly, “delegated” choice constraints refer to the
delegation of trivial (for the time being) choice making powers to algorithmic assistants or
digital butlers. First, such “delegated” choice within the IoT fosters datafication and
42

Ariel Ezrachi and Maurice Stucke, Virtual Competition: The Promise and Perils of the Algorithm-Driven
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exacerbates constraints on choice similar to “enhanced” and “free” choice constraints. Second,
in the long run, such delegation can impact on the consumer choice making powers and the
consumer well-being.
In the following analysis, we unpack the impact of these three types of identified
constraints on consumer choice. We do not cover every possibly risk on consumer choice in
digital markets, but focus on potential competition law problems. Consumers are viewed as
actors, which can invigorate the competitive process and the constraints analysed impede
consumers to rise as active market participants.
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III.

“Digital Agoraphobia”: the tripartite paradigm of choice constraints
a.

“Enhanced” Choice Constraints: “Digital market manipulation”

“Enhanced” choice constraints encapsulate both instances of actual enhanced choice due to
interconnectivity and increased transparency in digital markets and perceived enhanced choice,
where online firms rely on datafication and algorithms to create personalised online
environments or individually target consumers. In the first instance, consumers’ choice is
constrained, since firms exploit consumer behavioural biases and present the available options
in a given way, without though necessarily limiting these options. In the second instance, the
various options are artificially presented to consumers in a limited manner. Both types of
“enhanced” choice constraints represent examples of “digital market manipulation”,47 and
deprive consumers’ autonomy in exercising choice. “Digital market manipulation”, as coined
by Ryan Calo, takes the main tenets of behavioural economics and market manipulation theory
to the digital world.48 It posits that market manipulation, essentially “nudging” consumers for
profit can be accelerated in the digital world,49 since such manipulation is combined with large
scale data.
1. Real “Enhanced” Choice: exacerbating behavioural biases through choice
presentation
The online marketplace uses specific choice architectures to control consumer cognitive
biases,50 and gear consumers towards a specific choice without necessarily limiting the
available choices. It is more about how the various choices are presented. Digital markets,
while opening up a wealth of options, they equally create opportunities for deliberate confusion
and manipulation. Crucial to exercising choice is for consumers to have access to the necessary

47

R Calo, “Digital Market Manipulation” (2014) The George Washington Law Review 995.
See, for example, Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman, “Judgment Under Uncertainty: Heuristics and Biases
(1974) 185 Science 1124; Christine Jolls et al, “A Behavioral Approach to Law and Economics” (1998) 50 STAN.
L. REV. 1471; Jon D. Hanson and Douglas A. Kysar, “Taking Behavioralism Seriously: Some Evidence of Market
Manipulation” (1999) 112 HARV. L. REV. 1420; Dan Ariely, “Controlling the Information Flow: Effects on
Consumers’ Decision Making and Preferences” (2000) 27 J. CONSUMER RES. 233; Richard Thaler and Cass
Sunstein, Nudge: Improving Decisions about Health, Wealth and Happiness (2008).
49
R Calo, “Digital Market Manipulation” (2014) The George Washington Law Review 995, 100-1003.
50
Eliza Mik, “The erosion of autonomy in online consumer transactions” (2016) 8 Law, Innovation and
Technology 1, 12.
48
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information, the ability to assess this information and act upon it.51 While digital markets
increase potentially access to information, their technical characteristics may allow online
firms to control consumers’ ability to assess the given information.52 Behavioural economics
have framed various consumer behavioural biases, present at these various stages, which
constrain consumers in exercising their choice and concern both the quality and quantity of the
given information.53 Provided that digital markets increase quantity, digital tools can influence
the quality of the given information.
With respect to the given information, framing bias represents the situation, where
depending on how the information is presented, consumers act accordingly, thereby
influencing consumers’ ability to assess the information. 54 Framing bias can be exacerbated in
an environment where consumers are presented with a lot of information. This information can
be purposefully presented in a confusing manner creating the problem of confusopoly.55
Furthermore, despite the available information on online markets, consumers depict levels of
inertia in processing such information. As verified by a CMA report, also termed as “ranking
effect” or “position bias”, consumers focus on the returned search results and very rarely go
beyond the first search results page.56 Consumers’ inertia is the more problematic, given the
evidence suggesting that consumers lack knowledge with respect to the ranking of the
respective results and whether these are non-organic sponsored advertisements. 57 Presenting
search results in a specific manner, does not only control consumers’ ability to assess the
information but directly control access to information, given the existing consumer inertia.
51

See OFT 1224. This is referred to as the OFT “Access, Assess, Act” Framework. See Ofgem, “What can
behavioural economics say about GB energy consumers?” (21 March 2011). OFT, Ofgem, CMA, “State of the
Market Assessment” (27 March 2014) para. 3.1; CC3 (Revised), “Guidelines for market investigations: Their
role, procedures, assessment and remedies” (April 2013) para. 296.
52
See, for example, the ongoing CMA investigation in the online hotel booking sector. <
https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/online-hotel-booking > (accessed 15 June 2018).
53
On the different biases see M. Stucke, “Behavioral Economics at the Gate: Antitrust in the Twenty-First
Century” (2007) 38 Loyola U. Chi. L.J. 513; OFT 1224, “What does Behavioural Economics Mean for
Competition Policy?” (March 2010) paras 5.527 – 532. See also OFT1324, “Consumer Behavioural Biases in
Competition: a Survey” (Final Report) (May 2011). Behavioural Insights Team, “Applying Behavioural Insights
to Regulated Markets” (26 May 2016).
54
A. Tversky & D. Kahneman, “The Framing of Decisions and the Psychology of Choice” (1981) SCIENCE 211.
55
Confusopoly was first coined in S Adams, The Dilbert Future (Harper Collins 1997). J. Mehta and R. Sugden,
“Making Sense of Complex Choice Situations” in J Mehta (ed), Behavioural Economics in Competition and
Consumer
Policy
(2013)
available
at
http://competitionpolicy.ac.uk/documents/8158338/8193541/CCP+economics+book+Final+digital+version++colour.pdf/30214557-cace-4b0b-8aac-a801bbde87bc <accessed 15 September 2016> 41.
56
CMA, “Online search: Consumer and firm behaviour - A review of the existing literature” (7 April 2017), paras
4.31 and 6.8.
57
CMA, Digital comparison tools market study - Update Paper (28 March 2017); Algorithms and Collusion Note from the United Kingdom (OECD, 21-21 June 2017), paras 35-36.
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Regulators are currently examining consumers’ perception, when engaging in online
transactions. For example, the CMA has launched a market investigation into the online hotel
booking sector looking at problems with respect to the accuracy of information on sites, and
whether such information may mislead consumers.58 This investigation follows the digital
comparison tools investigation, which highlighted the importance of the provision of accurate
information, amongst a variety of issues.59 In addition, the UK Behavioural Insights Team is
in the process of publishing a concise guides for business on how to present terms and
conditions and privacy notices online.60
2. Perceived “Enhanced” Choice: limiting choice through algorithmic
personalisation
Exacerbating the situation presented above, where, in theory, choice is not limited,
digital markets also present the potential to control access to information and present choices
in a personalised manner. Such personalised presentation of the available options impedes the
very access to the available information online and consequently consumers’ ability to assess
it.
Big data fuelling powerful algorithms enabling automated decision making create an
online customised environment, described as “filter bubble” or “eco chamber”.61 As such, what
we see in an online environment presents our very own version of the world and given the
variety of interests involved, this picture – alarmingly enough – may very well be distorted. To
give an example, what we see in our search results may not necessarily correspond to our needs,
but merely promote the search engines’ interests, as is allegedly the case in the Google
Shopping case.62 By constantly accumulating data on our preferences, powerful platforms may
target us individually with products, which otherwise we would not potentially buy or at we
would buy at a lower prices. Ezrachi and Stucke term such conduct behavioural
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(accessed 25 April 2018).
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discrimination.63

Examples of behavioural discrimination include search discrimination,

targeted discounting and dynamic pricing and has attracted the attention of competition
authorities.64
b. “Free” choice constraints
“Enhanced” choice constraints analysed above include the exploitation of consumer biases on
a much bigger scale and personalisation in order to exploit consumers, in a bid to steer their
consumption decisions. The reliance on consumers’ data can raise similar data protection and
privacy concerns as the second type of constraints, namely “free” choice constraints discussed
herein. “Free” choice constraints are singled out because they are linked to the provision of
“free” services in an advertising financed business model. In certain digital markets, for
example social networks, search engines or genuine sharing platforms,65 consumers participate
without paying any monetary value for the services provided. Despite the lack of monetary
exchange, consumers pay for those services with their data and the value of data as currency is
universally accepted.66 Data lies at the core of various business models in the digital economy,
which monetise data through targeted behavioural advertising.
Large accumulation of personal data conferring substantial market power may lead to
an abuse of a dominant position, by virtue of quality degradation in the provision of privacy
protection.67 Such practices may undermine consumer trust in the following way. First,
directly, in situations, where digital platforms have substantial market power, consumers’ may
be forced to give away their personal information, for lack of other options (conscious “free”

63
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Democracy” (2017) Berkeley Technology Law Journal (Forthcoming) 16-17.
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the case with Couchsurfing and HomeExchange. See Vassilis Hatzopoulos and Sofia Roma, “Caring for Sharing?
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concerning contracts for the supply of digital content, COM(2015) 634 final, Article 3(1); European Parliamentary
Research Service - Rafał Mańko, Contracts for Supply of Digital Content (October 2017) PE 608.748, 9; Case
AT.39740 Google Search (Shopping), paras 158, 320; House of Lord Select Committee on European Union,
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choice constraints).68 More worryingly though, indirectly, consumers’ trust can be undermined
in the long run, where consumers do not understand the scale of data accumulation and
processing (unconscious “free” choice constraints), in a digital world where super-platforms
act as gatekeepers.69
The Bundeskartellamt, the German competition authority, with respect to its Facebook
investigation has stressed that the risk of “free choice” is the loss of control, 70 and examined
whether Facebook’s terms and conditions amounted to the imposition of unfair terms to its
users by asking them either to accept the “whole Facebook package” or not using the platform
at all (“exploitative business use”).71 This case represents an example of a conscious “free”
choice constraint, since consumers are forced to accept Facebook terms and conditions.
However, it also presents an example of an unconscious “free” choice constraint, to the extent
that the investigation focused on the terms and conditions relating to data obtained from third
party sources.

The Bundeskartellamt concluded in its preliminary assessment that the

collection and use of data by Facebook from third-party sources is abusive.72 Users may not
necessarily realise that Facebook collects their data when using WhatsApp or Instagram, both
owned by Facebook, or when browsing third-parties’ websites with embedded Facebook
features (i.e. ‘like’ button or ‘Facebook’ login). This data is collected, even when the web
tracking feature is blocked by the user.
The Cambridge Analytica scandal presents another example of and unconscious
“free” choice constraint. Cambridge Analytica, a data analytics firms, was given access to data
of millions of Facebook users. The data was obtained by the independent app developer Global
Science Research (GSR). GSR developed a personality quiz app which was installed by ca

68

Preliminary Opinion of the European Data Protection Supervisor, Privacy and competitiveness in the age of big
data: The interplay between data protection, competition law and consumer protection in the Digital Economy,
26 March 2014, EDPS/2014/06, para 79.
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270,000 Facebook users. The app collected data not only from the users but also their friends,
through the friends permission feature; hence, the reported ca 87 million users affected.73 The
collection of this data was allowed by the agreed terms between Facebook and GSR and users
that installed the app granted their consent under their agreement with Facebook. Users’
consent has rightly been challenged, since allegedly people did not understand to what they
were consenting to. Friends permission was terminated in 2014; yet it remains unknown how
many app developers were given such permission.74 GSR passed on the data to Cambridge
Analytica, in what may be a breach of the terms of agreement with Facebook; yet, as has been
pointed out, Facebook did not make adequate use of its monitoring and enforcement powers
against app developers.75 According to Daphne Keller, “[Facebook] more than anyone, could
have identified the problem sooner. And the overall privacy design of FB apps has been an
open invitation for developments like this from the beginning. This is a story about an
ecosystem full of privacy risk, and the inevitable abuse that resulted.”.76
c. Delegated” choice constraints
As technology develops with the ever-changing landscape of digital markets, consumer choice
delegation progressively intensifies. Such choice delegation may concern the parameters of
preference and choice formation as well as the act of choice. For example, when asking Google
a query, research shows that consumers rarely check beyond the first page.77 As such, Google’s
algorithms influence consumers’ choice formation, through the revelation of options, which
may amount to – what has been termed by Karen Yeung – as a “hyper-nudge”. 78 However, it
is still the consumer that performs the final act of choice. Instances, where the final act of
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choice is reserved for consumers, involve 1st generation delegation. Within this category
algorithms can influence the formation of preferences with different intensity.79
In the past three years, we have observed a rise in the development of digital assistants
or digital butlers,80

which provide a prime vehicle of choice delegation. Nearly every

smartphone and computer comes with an incorporated digital assistant.81 Digital assistants
(Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri, Microsoft Cortana, Google Assistant, Samsung Bixby) are voice
enabled operating systems that perform a range of (ever-growing) tasks following a voice order
and support smart appliances within the IoT.82 Apart from specific commands to call/email/
message people or play a specific song, by granting access to consumers’ contacts and search
history, digital assistants may predict their needs and make suggestions. In the IoT, devices are
equipped with advanced technological features that allow them to place orders and make
payments. Gal and Elkin Koren term such autonomous purchasing decisions by-passing the
input of consumers as “algorithmic consumers”,83 which account for delegation 2.0.
Algorithmic consumers is the most advanced type of digital assistants, which make
autonomous decisions for consumers based on data input and algorithms and perform the act
of choice.
Such choice delegations appears appealing saving time and search costs, nonetheless
there are certain risks entailed, which constrain delegated choice (“delegated” choice
constraints)and undermine consumers’ trust. Ezrachi and Stucke have cautioned against the
adverse effects of digital assistants on competition and welfare as well as their wider and more
gloomy impact on democracy.84 Digital assistants are likely to exacerbate the negative effects
discussed in relation to “enhanced” and “free” choice constraints. Equally, they may affect
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consumers’ choice making power and general well-being in a different way. By delegating
mundane everyday tasks to digital assistants or autonomous devices, consumers are deprived
of a sense of accomplishment, which may impact their happiness in the long run.85 Delegated
choice constraints can be divided into market/economic, hybrid and societal/non economic.
Market/economic constraints on delegated choice include the accumulation of market
power by the platforms that develop and control digital assistants. Platforms developing digital
assistants strive to win consumers,86 since the more people using the digital assistants, the more
data they accumulate in order to improve the services the digital assistant offers and the more
appealing the latter becomes for the development of products and services that are compatible
with the platform. In effect, the economic theories of harm related to the accumulation of
market power by digital assistants echo the ones emanating from the conduct of powerful
platforms, what was above termed as constraints on perceived “enhanced” choice. In creating
a personalised environment, platforms offer consumers a range of choices. What consumers
often do not understand though is how this range of offers is formed. By promoting their own
services, they may demote other options, which better fit consumers’ needs, thereby degrading
quality.87 As digital assistants gain popularity and consumers rely more and more on them, the
more data they accumulate on our personal preferences, can in turn exacerbate such effects.88
Hybrid constraints on delegated choice concern the impact of digital assistants on the
increased accumulation of personal information, which may raise data protection/ privacy
issues.89 At the same time, data accumulation and processing influence competition law
analysis. Similar to “free” choice constraints, data accumulation confers market power and may
lead to an abuse of dominant position. Societal/non-economic constraints include the impact
of delegated choice on consumers in the long-run. By delegating our decision making power,
we deny ourselves a sense of accomplishment. As digital butlers develop and venture out into
85
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more complex decision making areas,90 the impact on consumer making powers will be
significant. Gal and Elkin Koren alluded to possible negative impact on algorithmic decisionmaking on our well-being, yet this hypothesis is yet to be tested.91 It is however a valid
hypothesis, as marketing research suggests that consumers draw satisfaction from the act of
choice.92 Further, as we delegate decision-making powers, our preference making capacity will
be negatively affected.93 As Gal puts it, our decision making power is like a muscle, which
needs to be exercised, otherwise negative externalities can impact consumers’ decision making
powers across their life choices.94 If we delegate choices about ourselves to an algorithm, how
will we be able to shape our identity?95
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IV.

Tackling Digital Agoraphobia: procedural solutions
The practices falling under the three types of constraints discussed above can be seen

as competition law problems, yet they may also raise various data protection and consumer law
concerns. This paper rather than discussing substantive solutions, it provides a taxonomy of
potential competition law problems impacting on consumer choice and undermining consumer
trust in digital markets and examines ways of addressing these problems through increased
consumer participation in enforcement mechanisms. As the UK Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) in its recent Green Paper, ‘Modernising Consumer
Markets” acknowledges, for digital markets to deliver for consumers, consumers need to feel
confident with the exercise of their rights and to be equipped with sufficient avenues of
redress.96
Confidence in exercising their rights and the existence of mechanisms to safeguard
these rights build the image of empowered consumer. In the Commission words, empowered
consumers are able to “make optimal decisions by understanding their own preferences and
the choices available to them. They know their rights, recognise when these have been
breached and if so, complain and seek redress when necessary”97 (emphasis added). Consumer
empowerment as a process relies on the provision of information, enabling the exercise of
consumer choice, complemented by the necessary tools of redress, in case things go wrong.98
The three types of constraints discussed above tamper with consumers’ ability to access and
assess the relevant information, and thereby impact on the outcome of the empowerment
process and consumers’ access to digital markets. The act of choice, as the outcome of the
empowerment process, may lead to consumer harm and consumers’ need to be equipped with
the necessary tools to redress such harm. This approach to consumer empowerment
corresponds to what Micklitz has termed “access justice”, namely the mechanisms allowing
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consumers to participate in markets (access to markets) as well as the instruments allowing
them to enforce their rights (access to justice). 99
Since access to digital markets is premised on information, the different choice
constraints highlight the startling information asymmetries between consumers and digital
platforms. At the same time, interconnection and virtual networks can facilitate access to digital
markets through grass root civil society movements . As Alemanno puts it, “thanks to the
information revolution, lobbying is no longer the prerogative of well-funded groups”.100
Furthermore, individual consumers can directly participate and influence outcomes through
review and rating mechanisms. Platforms such as Uber and Airbnb have developed their own
trust system.101 Such mechanisms help in minimising information asymmetries102 and hence
lead to a more informed participation. Rating systems impose an oversight over sellers, services
and businesses online and operate as a type of soft regulation or “spontaneous selfregulation”.103 With respect to platforms, regulation may lag behind, and hence rating
mechanisms perform a quasi-regulatory function resulting in an – often – complex trust
infrastructure.104 Despite the contribution of reviewing mechanisms to building trust,
additional public safeguarded are needed.105
Improving mechanisms to enhance access to justice provides an alternative avenue to
minimise information asymmetries, thereby also enhancing consumer access to digital markets.
In this paper we explore two mechanisms, increasing consumers’ access to justice; collective
actions and the “responsive” remodelling of competition law enforcement towards a more
participatory tripartite model and the adoption of hybrid remedies. The tripartite participatory
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model includes a more direct involvement of third party actors, such as consumer
organisations, alongside the competition authorities and undertakings. Hybrid remedies
comprise remedies offered in the course of public enforcement mechanisms, which bring direct
tangible or intangible benefits to private parties.
a. Collective actions
Devising effective collective action mechanisms has the potential to tackle “digital
agoraphobia”, defined as the fear of consumers to participate in the digital market place, in two
ways. First, it increases access to justice, instils confidence in exercising consumers rights and
provides a vehicle for redress in mass harm situations, which are commonplace in the light of
the globalisation and increased digitalisation. 106 Second, and as an ancillary benefit, effective
collective actions can raise consumer awareness and improve the provision of information.107
Given the information asymmetries in digital markets, such procedural instruments
contributing to consumer education can indirectly benefit consumers’ access to markets as
well.
The structure of effective collective action mechanisms has been on the EU policy
agenda for some time now, however their potential to cater for mass harm situations in digital
markets has been highlighted more recently in the case law, policy discussions and legislative
developments. In the EU legal order, discussions over the lack of collective action mechanisms
have culminated in the non-binding Commission Recommendation on collective redress.108
Prior to this Recommendation, the only binding legal instrument was the Injunctions Directive
enabling competent consumer organisations to bring actions for injunctions to the collective
consumer interest.109 Efforts to adopt binding collective actions for damages for competition
law violations have failed.110 This recommendation adopted a horizontal approach and
provided a number of non-binding suggestions to the Member States. In assessing the
106
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effectiveness of the Recommendation, the Commission noted that its impact is minimum,
several Member States are yet to introduce collective redress, whereas the existing mechanisms
are very diverse.111
Given the existing need for workable collective action mechanisms, the Commission in
its “New Deal for Consumers” includes a proposal to amend the Injunctions Directive to
include a harmonised mechanism for collective redress for consumer harm.112 Such change is
warranted given the shortcomings of the Injunctions Directive, revealed by the Fitness
check,113 namely its limited scope and the lack of redress for affected consumers.114 The
proposal for amending the Injunctions Directive increases its scope and strengthens consumer
organisations potential to bring injunctions but most importantly collective redress orders. With
respect to the scope, it covers a wider range of possible violations, including data protection
law violations. Even if not expressly stated, it allows for opt-out collective actions at national
level,115 implicitly rejecting the hostility expressed against such actions in the
Recommendation,116 and allows for flexible cy-pres distribution, in the case of small value
consumer claims (Article 3(6)(b) ).
The legislative proposal on the amendment of the Injunctions Directive (if adopted)
provides a horizontal instrument. At the same time, corresponding with current market
developments, sectoral instruments in the field of data protection law were also adopted. These
instruments can be potentially employed for the practices constraining consumer choice
discussed above, since these practices can be problematic from both a data protection and a
competition law perspective. The adoption of such instruments in the GDPR stands in contrast
and should contextualised in the light of previous attempts to adopt collective redress
mechanisms specifically for competition law violations. GDPR is influenced by a competition
111
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rationale, both in terms of substance,117 as well as the imposed sanctions,118 and such shift may
highlight the existing need to employ such mechanisms in digital markets.
Schrems v Facebook provides a concrete example. Schrems as the lead claimant for
seven assigned consumer claims sought to bring a claim against Facebook for data protection
law breaches in Austria. Despite the seemingly low number of assigned claims, it was rather
clear that this action represented a test case, since through Schrems’ webpage more than 25,000
people have assigned similar claims and more than 50,000 were on the waiting list.119 On the
first preliminary question, the Court of Justice of the European Union ruled that Schrems,
despite being an avid data protection advocate having pursued various actions against
Facebook since 2011, qualified as a consumer. 120 Hence, he could invoke Article 16 of Council
Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 of 22 December 2000 on jurisdiction and the recognition and
enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters,121 providing for an exception to the
general rule on jurisdiction. Article 16 exceptionally allows consumers to sue in their country
of domicile for disputes pertaining to consumer contracts. In relation to whether Schrems
qualifies as a consumer and therefore can invoke article 16, the CJEU employed a more liberal
teleological interpretation, while acknowledging on the basis of previous case law that the
notion of consumer must be strictly construed.122 However, on the second question, the CJEU
held that Schrems could not sue Facebook in Austria on behalf of consumers that are not party
to the contract dealing thus a fatal blow to similar collective actions. With respect to that point,
Article 16 was interpreted indeed in a strict manner, declared by the CJEU.123
Article 80 GDPR now has the potential to ‘resurrect’ such actions. Schrems has already
established a non-profit body, Non-of-your-business (NOYB), in order to bring privacy claims
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based on the GDPR new armoury.124 Article 80 GDPR lends support to Schrem’s arguments
on the existence of a need ‘in principle’ for effective consumer collective actions in the EU.
This point was acknowledged by AG Bobek in Schrems v Facebook, albeit it coupled with the
cautionary tale that it is not the role of the courts to create such collective redress mechanisms
at “the stroke of a pen”.125 Such actions are now enshrined in the GDPR and, depending on
judicial interpretation, may allow overcoming stricter jurisdictional rules.126 According to
Article 80 GDPR, data subjects may mandate properly constituted organisations to the public
interest to lodge complaints with the competent authorities and to exercise the rights to receive
compensation.127 However, for lodging an action for damages, the representative entity needs
an express consumer mandate. 128 Compensation may account both for material and nonmaterial damage (Article 82).
The introduction of collective actions for damages for violations of data protection law,
coupled with the proposed horizontal initiative to amend the Injunctions Directive, possess the
potential to redress consumer harm, build momentum and educate consumers, thereby
addressing constraints on choice and the respective (actual or potential) data manipulation.
However, pragmatic considerations with respect to funding of such actions, may impede the
bringing of such claims.129 Collective actions need thus to be complemented with additional
participatory avenues.
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b. “Responsive” remodelling of competition law enforcement
“Responsive” remodelling of competition law enforcement advocates in favour of an
increased consensual participation of affected stakeholders in the enforcement process coupled
with the more frequent use of hybrid remedies.130 Hybrid remedies comprise restorative
remedies offered or imposed by competition authorities in the course of public enforcement,
which capitalise on already spent public resources in order to bring benefits to affected parties.
Past Commission and NCA practice provide scarce instances of such remedies.131
Such an approach to competition law enforcement has the potential to better address
problematic practices, affecting consumer choice in digital markets, which have attracted the
scrutiny of competition authorities. Such high profile investigations highlight a deep sense of
discontent between various stakeholders. For example, in Google Shopping the Commission
concluded that Google had committed an abuse of dominance favouring its own comparison
shopping service in the search results and demoting competitors’ shopping services. Consumer
organisations argued that Google’s conduct harms consumers, since it undermines their ability
to choose from a range of products.132 The Commission imposed a record EUR 2.42bn fine
and required Google to adopt a remedy securing equal treatment between its own and rival
comparison shopping services.133 \
During the Google investigation, the Commission received many complaints and
requests from firms and consumer organisations to be involved as third parties and sent a very
high number of information requests.134 This reality suggests that the views of various
stakeholders with opposing interests were heard, however the remedy adopted to materialise
equal treatment did not appease competitors and consumers.135 The above example begs the
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question, how is it possible that after a resource intensive investigation with the involvement
of multiple stakeholders, the imposition of a very high fine and an equal treatment remedy no
stakeholder is satisfied. The answer can be attributed to the complexities of digital markets, the
high economic stakes involved and the adversarial nature of the enforcement processes.
“Responsive” remodelling of competition law enforcement has the potential to address
various enforcement challenges in digital markets. The “responsive” remodelling benchmark
is informed by the theories of responsive regulation and restorative justice.136 The basic tenets
of responsive regulation relied upon is the enforcement pyramid and tripartism.137 The
enforcement pyramid comprises a pyramid of sanctions, from the less to the most intrusive,
which instructs regulators, “when to punish and when to persuade”.138 Tripartism advocates
the involvement of public interest groups, such as consumer organisations in regulatory
processes. Restorative justice elements relied upon primarily comprise restorative processes,
such as the voluntary participation of offenders and victims as well as restorative values, such
as the restoration of the inflicted harm.
The theory of “responsive” remodelling, instructs competition authorities, when
investigating an alleged competition law infringement, to adopt a flexible approach and employ
consensual processes. Within these processes, they should enable a consensual and more
instructive participation of stakeholders, such as consumer organisations and data protection
authorities, alongside the competition authority and the firm under investigation. Despite
existing examples of stakeholders’ participation, as the Goolge case shows, to date this
participation takes place in an adversarial manner. “Responsive” remodelling to the contrary,
instructs in favour of consensual solutions, which will enable a better understanding of possible
competition law infringements in digital markets and the construction of the ensuing sanctions
and remedies. Furthermore, remedies adopted as the outcome of these processes should allow,
if possible, for the restoration of the harm to affected parties.
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V.

Conclusions

Digital markets in the fourth industrial revolution present many challenges for enforcers,
regulators and policy makers and very often test the limits of current rules calling for respective
adjustments or additional regulatory interventions. This paper has focused on the challenges
these markets pose to consumer choice by virtue of the increased datafication, interconnection
and the use of complex algorithms.
The contribution of this paper rests first on the concise categorisation of the constraints
impacting consumer choice in digital markets. The constraints on choice discussed in this paper
can be attributed to various practices, which may be problematic from a competition law
perspective. Such discussion has the potential to prompt the debate for a better enforcement
and regulatory reaction to such problems. Steering away from proposing substantive solutions,
the paper then focused on two main procedural suggestions enhancing consumer participation
and redress. Such proposals are particularly timely, given the newly introduced collective
actions in the GDPR and the recent Commission proposal to amend the Injunctions Directive.
Of course, such proposals are not a panacea to the identified constraints on consumer choice
and cannot do away with the alleged need of continuous oversight over digital markets. At the
same time though, collective actions and “responsive” remodelling can contribute to an
increased consumer participation and information proliferation and can also deliver benefits to
affected parties. They also present an alternative tool for consumer education.
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